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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let B be a real uniformly convex and uniformly smooth (reflexive) Banach space, B* its conjugate 
space, II41 ll~ll*~ 11~11 H norms in the Banach spaces B, B”, and in the Hilbert space H, respectively. 
Let R be a convex closed set in the space B. As usual, we denote the duality pairing of B* and B 
by (cp, a), where cp E B’ and z E B ((y, cc) denotes an inner product in H). 
In the present paper, we continue to study properties of generalized projection operators IIn : 
B --t R, introduced in [l]. Let us recall that the basis for a construction of these operators is the 
following Lyapunov functional: 
WC&51 = 11412 - 2(JGO + lIdI (1.1) 
where J : B --) B* is a normalized duality mapping in B determined by the equalities 
(JG~ = llJ41*1141 = l1412. 
As it has been shown in [l], the functional W(s,J) is positive and closely associated with the 
Young-Fenchel transformation for conjugate functions. 
We are going to use here the known properties of J resulting from the above conditions: J is 
a one-to-one operator, J-’ = J*, where J-’ is the inverse operator to J, and J* : B* -+ B is 
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the normalized duality mapping in B*. Therefore, J* J = IB and JJ* = 1~0. Here IB : B + B, 
and IB’ : B* + B” are identity operators in B and B*, respectively. For any x E B, there exists 
a unique element 4 E B*, such that 4 = Jx; consequently, z = J*+. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Operator IIn : B -+ fl c B is called the generalized projection operator if it 
puts the arbitrary fixed point x E B into correspondence with the point of minimum for the 
functional W(x, [), according to the minimization problem 
l-IQX = f; 5 : W(x, 2) = ::fi W(x, t). 
In (11, we have studied properties of the generalized projection operators on arbitrary convex 
closed sets a. Let us enumerate some of them. 
(i) The operator IIn is fixed in each point < E 0, i.e., i = <. 
(ii) IIn is d-accretive operator in B, i.e., (see [2]) 
(iii) 
(Jx- Jy,?--) 20, Vx,ye B. 
The point IInx = f is a generalized projection of x on 52 c B if and only if the following 
inequality is satisfied: 
(iv) 
(Jx-J&f--<) 20, vc E 0. 
We call the property (iii) the basic variational principle for IIa in B. 
The operator IIn gives the absolutely best approximation of x E B relative to the func- 
tional W(x, c), i.e., 
W(K‘9 I W(z,E) - W(z,f), vc E R. 
Consequently, IIn is the conditionally nonexpansive operator relative to the functional 
W(x, I) in Banach space, i.e., 
(v) 
The 
W(% r> I W(z, ‘9, v< E R. 
In Hilbert space H, J is an identity operator I : H --) H, W(x,J) = 11x - <II&, and lIa 
coincides with the metric projection operator PO. 
properties (i)-(’ ) iv are those to make the generalized projection operator lIo especially 
effective in Banach spaces, in contrast to metric projection operators Pn in B. It has also 
been shown in [l] that 7rn = IInJ* is a projection operator from B* to R c B with the same 
properties as ITo. We used both the operators II, and ~0 for constructing the projection methods 
in Banach spaces for approximation and optimization problems [1,3]. To have studied these 
methods, the following substantially important inequalities had been established: if pB(r) is 
modulus of smoothness, and 6B(s) is modulus of convexity of the space B (see [4]), IIxlI 5 R, and 
MI L 4 then 
_< W(x, 5) _< 4L-‘R2ps 
5 (Jz - J&x - t) 5 2L-lR2p~ (4112; <II) , u.2) 
where L(l < L < 3.18) is the Figiel’s constant (see [5, p. 1281). 
In this paper, we are going to study the special properties of the generalized projection operators 
on convex closed cones in Banach spaces. 
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DEFINITION 1.2. The set K c B is said to be a cone if it contains element AZ, X > 0, together 
with element x. 
The following two cones K* and K” are induced by the cone K. 
DEFINITION 1.3. The dual cone is given by the formula 
The polar cone is given by the formula 
The cones K* and K” are convex and closed in the space B*. It is obvious that K* = -K”. 
If z E int K, then (4, x) > 0 for all 4 E K* and (4, X) < 0 for all $ E K”. Therefore, (4, X) = 0 
only if x E 8K, where dK is the boundary of K. 
If K is a subspace M of the Banach space B, then K* = K” = Ml, where Ml = (4 E B* : 
(4,x)=0, VXEM} is an annihilator in the space B*. 
2. NEW RESULTS 
First of all, we describe “the dual oddness property” of the operators IIK. and IIKo. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let K be a nonempty closed convex cone in the Banach space B with vertex 
at the origin 8, K* c B* and K” c B* be dual and polar cones, respectively Let C#J be an 
arbitrary element of Banach space B*. Then 
rIK*(+) = -rI_Ip& (2.1) 
PROOF. If C$ = ITKo#, then 
(J’$ - JYj, i - Icl) L 0, V’1cI E K”. (2.2) 
Let us estimate the following dual product: 
D = (J*(--o) - J*(-iI7 c-i, - C-4,)) 
for all (-$) E -K”. Since the inclusion (-$) E -K” is equivalent, to $ E K” and since the 
operator J is odd, we have by virtue of (2.2) 
D=(J*+J*&&,‘I)>O, ‘d$ E K”. 
Hence, 
(J*(4) - J*(-d, (-& - (-$I) 2 0, V (-_1cI) E -K”. 
By property (iii), this means that -4 = II_Ko(-~). Finally, we obtain (2.1) because 
-KO = K’. I 
The following lemma is playing an auxiliary role; however, it has its own importance as well. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let K be a nonempty closed convex cone in the Banach space B with the vertex 
at 8. The element f E K is a generalized projection of x E B on K if and only if 
(1) (Jx - Ji,f) = 0, 
(2) (Jx - J&v) 5 0, Vu E K. 
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PROOF. We will show that the inclusion f E K follows from (1) and (2). Indeed, subtracting 
the equality (1) from (2), we get 
(Jz-JP,v-P) LO, Vu E K. (2.3) 
This implies the assertion because (2.3) is necessary and sufficient condition to be 2 E K (see 
property (iii)). 
We will now prove that (1) and (2) follow from 2 E K. Since 2 = IIKz, then (2.3) is valid. 
Let v = 0 (we assumed that 0 E K). Therefore, 
Now let v = 22. Since K is a cone, then 2f E K. We immediately obtain 
(Jx - Jf, 2) 5 0. 
The two last inequalities give (1). The inequality (2) follows from (2.3) and (1). Indeed, Vu E K 
Oz(Jz-Jf,v-f)=(Jz-J&v)-(Jz-Jf,f)=(Jx-J&v). 
The lemma is proved. I 
This lemma yields the following two corollaries. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If K is a nonempty closed convex cone in the Banach space B with the vertex 
at 19 and HKX = P is the generalized projection of x E B on K, then 
llITKxll 5 bk Vx E B. (2.4) 
PROOF. The proof follows from (l), because 
~~x~~ 11211 2 (Jx,?) = (J&f) = llPJ1’. I 
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose that K is a nonempty closed convex cone in Banach space B with 
the vertex at 8, and f is the generalized projection of z E B on K, gn(E) = b(a)/&, gil(.) is the 
inverse function, and L is the FigieJ’s constant. If ~~x~~ I R, then 
IlJx - JfJI, 5 2CR, c = g,.‘(4L) = con&. (2.5) 
PROOF. By virtue of (2.4), Il$jl 5 ((xl1 I R. Hence, IIJPI( I llJxll I R. Then (1.2) is valid and 
we have 
Prom Lemma 2.2, it follows that 
IlJx - J~~~*~~x~~ 2 (Jz - J&Z) = (Jx - JZ,x - 5). 
The two previous inequalities give 
gB* 
( 
II Jx - J4l. 
2R > 
This is equivalent to (2.5). 
REMARK 2.5. We can rewrite (2.4) in the form 
5 4LR-‘llxll L 4L. 
I 
IlmcJ~ll = lln~J*J~ll I IIJ*J4l = lIJ4l*, Vx E B. 
That means IITK#JII 5 ll~ll*, W E B*. 
Further, we use Lemma 2.2 in order to prove the decomposition theorem in the Banach space B. 
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THEOREM 2.6. Suppose that K C B is a nonempty closed convex cone with the vertex at 0, 
K” c B* is a polar cone, 4 and x are arbitrary elements of the Banach spaces B* and B, 
respectively. Then there exist $J E K” and w E K such that 
(1) 4 = J&J*4 + +, and ($,IIKJ*~) = 0, 
(2) x = J*IIpJz + w, and (IIKoJz, w) = 0. 
PROOF. From Lemma 2.2, it follows that 
and 
(Jx - JrIIKz, II& = 0. 
By using the definition of the polar cone, we get from (2.6) 
Jx - JIIKx E K”. 
Thus, 
Jx = JIIKX + $!J, where Q E K”. 
Together with (2.7), this leads to (1) because J is a one-to-one operator. 
Consider now the second couple of the inequalities 
(J”4 - J*l-k& C) L 0, V< E K”, 
and 
Since 4 = Jx and J*J = IB, we can rewrite (2.9) and (2.10) in the form 
(J*Jx - J*IIKoJx,C) 5 0, V( E K”, 
and 
(J* Jz - J*&o Jx, IIKo Jx) = 0. 
Taking into account that Koo = K, we obtain 
2 - J*IIKoJz E K 
or 
x - J*IIKo Jz = w, (2.13) 
where w E K, i.e., (2) is fulfilled. 
REMARK 2.7. From Corollary 2.3, it follows that 
I 
(lx - w(( = ((J*I& JzJ1 = llIk=JzlI I II Jxlla = )(~(I. 
REMARK 2.8. By using Proposition 2.1, we obtain from (2): 
x = -J*&.(-Jz) + w, where w E K, and (II,. (-Jx), w) = 0. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
The decompositions in Theorem 2.6 are “semidefinite” because the elements II, and w are 
unknown. In fact, these decompositions might be determined completely, should the stronger 
assumptions for the projected points have been required. 
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THEOREM 2.9. If K c B is a closed convex cone with the vertex at 6, K” c B* is a polar cone, 
x is the element of the Banach space B such that the conditions 
(z - J*(Jz - JrIKX), Ja: - J&z) = 0, (2.14) 
2 - J*(Ja: - JIIKs) E K, (2.15) 
are satisfied, then 
Jz = Jl-Ixlc + IIKo Jx. 
PROOF. In the beginning, we will establish the uniqueness of the decomposition. Let # be an 
arbitrary element of the Banach space B*. We claim that the decomposition 4 = & -t- & is 
unique if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) (4 - 41, J*h) = 0, 
(ii) (J*4 - J*h $2) = 0, 
(iii) J*#q E K, 
(iv) 42 E K”, 
(v) J*g5 - J*qS2 E K. 
In this case, 
41 = J~Kx, d2 = llKo Jx. 
Indeed, denote Jx = 4, x E B, ~1 = J*& and ~2 = J*&. By (iii), zi E K. Then for all 
c E K, we have 
(4 - JXI,XI - 0 = (Ja: - JXI,XI - t) 
= (Jz - Jxl,xl) - (Jx - Jx1,5) = -(42,<) L 0, 
because (Jz - Jxl,sl) = 0 due to equality (i) and (&,c) I 0 due to condition (iv). Thus, 
(4 - Jxl, z1 - 5) 2 0, V[ E K. The basic variational principle for the projection IIx asserts that 
21 = IIKX. 
Further, for all $ E K” we have, from (ii) 
(x - J*d2,42 - $) = (x - J*+2,42) - (x - J*42r ~4 = -(z - J*42, $4. 
By (v), x - 52 E K. Since the equality K O” = K is true in a uniformly convex and uniformly 
smooth Banach space, then 
(x - J*d2,$) 5 0. 
We get, finally: 
(J* Ja: - J*42, $2 - 9) > 0, Vll, E K”. 
The basic variational principle for the projection IIKO asserts that I& = I’IKo Jx. Since IIK, IIKo, 
and J are one-to-one operators in a uniformly convex and uniformly smooth Banach space [l], 
the decomposition C#J = 41 + ~$2 is unique. 
In Theorem 2.6, we obtained (2.7) and (2.8). Denote xi = IIKX and Jx2 = Jx - JIIKx E 
K”. If C$ = Jx, 41 = JXI, and 42 = JXZ, then 4 = ~$1 + $2, 41 E K, 42 E K”. Together 
with the assumptions (2.14) and (2.15), this gives all conditions (i)-(v) and implies the claim 
$2 = IIKOJX. I 
In the view of (&X,X - PKX) = 0 and PK E K, the conditions (2.14) and (2.15) are always 
satisfied in Hilbert space H. Therefore, always in H, 
x = PKX + PKOX, 
and Theorem 2.9 coincides with the Moreau decomposition theorem [6]. If K is a subspace M of 
Hilbert space and Ml is its orthogonal complement, then this theorem coincides with the Beppo 
Levi decomposition (see, for example, [7, p. 401): 
x = PM% + P&+x, (Pi+x,z) = 0, Yz E M. 
We conclude this paper with the Pythagorean-type theorem. 
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DEFINITION 2.10. We say that an element z E B is orthogonal to y E B in a generalized sense 
and write z _LG y, if (Jx,~) = 0. 
For example, in Theorem 2.6, J*lJ KOJZ IG w. This means that (IIKoJz, w) = 0. Observe 
that, in general, this property is not symmetric with respect to x and y, but it is very effective 
in Banach spaces. In Hilbert space, it coincides with the usual definition of the orthogonality: 
(X,Y) = 0. 
By the definition of the functional W(z, y), it follows that if 2 and y are two arbitrary 
G-orthogonal elements of the Banach space B, then 
wx, Y) = 11412 + llYl12. 
In addition, the following statement is valid. 
THEOREM 2.11. 1f K c B is a closed convex cone with the vertex at 8, x is an arbitrary element 
of the Banach space B, and i = IIKx, then 
(lx(12 = llq12 + W(x,f). 
PROOF. For generalized projection 5, we have from Lemma 2.2 
(Jx - J&2) = (5x,2) - ((fll2 = 0. 
Then 
W(x, 2) = ))2112 - 2(5X, q + l(?l12 = ((x)(2 
which yields (2.16). 
(2.16) 
l1412? - 
REMARK 2.12. In Hilbert space, Theorem 2.11 gives the well-known fact: 
a 
llxl12 = llfl12 + lb - 412, 5 = PKX. 
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